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Between the pages of the Brighter Child(R) Keepsake Stories books are the classic tales of magic,

imagination, and inspiration that will delight children again and again. From the hard-working Red

Hen to the foolish Gingerbread Man, these stories will capture children's interest and spark their

imagination page after page, inspiring a lifelong love of literature and reading. Each book includes

32 pages of fresh, captivating illustrations, and measures 8" x 8". --In this beloved tale, clever Puss

in Boots helps his master find true love. Children will eagerly continue reading to see if Puss can

outsmart the giant and escape the lion's sharp teeth! --This title, retold in English and Spanish, is an

excellent skill-builder for reading and foreign language comprehension.
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I didn't realize I was buying a book that had both English and Spanish text in it. But it ended up

being awesome! I would read the Spanish text as best as I could with my best Spanish accent (think

Antonio Banderas) and my son loved it. This is a cute story, and I like how they didn't make the

princess fall in love with the guy at the end without even knowing him, they said she decided to see

if the cat's owner was as interesting as the cat and eventually they got married (as opposed to some

fairy tales or Disney movies where the princess automatically falls in love with the prince before

even getting to know him, just based on the fact that he wants her, or is handsome, or is powerful or



something like that).

This is a great book for a 3-year-old child. I'm raising my daughter to be bilingual and I read stories

in Spanish every evening. She loves this story and the large colorful images. I like the size of the

book and the length of the copy per page -- great for a toddler!

strong material for a child learning a new language or even a student being given the chance to

learn a language in the classroom.The series has given my wife a lot of options in the stories they

provide in a bilingual book structure to allow the kids to hear it as they know and then in the words

they are being taught.Wonderful filling for the holes of teaching a new language.

Perfect bilingual children stories. My friends really appreciate that I buy these books for their

children. I make a bundle of three different books with a small toy and the kids love my gifts.

I bought this to help my 1 yr old start to hear Spanish and learn words. Good layout for parents to

read and fun pictures for kids.

We like it but some books of the series have been translated badly and have some editorial issues

I really liked this book. it is nicely pictured so even young readers can follow. Good job!

It's entertaining to read the old story and see it reinterpreted for a child.
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